A mathematical model of the transport material through a membrane of finite thickness via the process of diffusion has been developed. We may consider a membrane in between a donor and a receptor compartment. the cause of an externally applied electric field and concurrent first-order chemical reaction of the diffusion species with sites in the membrane on the diffusion state is examined via the formulation of a time dependant differential equation and its subsequent solution by variational iteration method(VIM). A simple closed form of analytical expression for the concentration profile is derived and compared with the previous results and found to be in good agreement.
INTRODUCTION
The study of material transport through diffusion in regions of finite spatial extent is a subject of much more interest. For many more years before these study relates theoretical aspects, by mathematical modeling, the reference produced by Carssaw and Jaeger [1] and Crank [2] . The analyses of bounded diffusion process in which the diffusing materials, subject in the electric fields and can undergo chemical reactions are most interesting area to find a new solution. It can be useful for chemical reaction with sites located in diffusion medium. The differential equation is then solved to get a closed form expression for the concentration profile of the diffusion as a function and a time. In particular, for simple passive diffusion through the membrane, the lag time t, may be used to obtain an estimate of the diffusion co-efficient D of the transported species, through the expression,
The previous workers Ludolph and co-workers [3] were interested to calculate the lag-time expected far bounded diffusion coupled with chemical reaction, which yields a solution for equilibrium constant relating free and boundary penetrant. After that Keister and Kasting [5] modeled electric field enhanced active diffusion within a finite membrane by a separate variable method. M.E. Lyans [7] and his co-workers has arrived at solution using Laplace transform Technique.
In this paper we are present an alternative analysis of bounded diffusion with concurrent chemical reaction and electro migration to obtain the closed form of analytical expression for the concentration profile of the penetrant and total quantity of diffusion exiting the membrane, as a function of time.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM
The mathematical model used to determine the following experimental arrangement. Let us consider a thin homogenous membrane of finite thickness L, which separate the two bulk volumes which is clearly indicated diagrammatically in fig(i) . Let us assume that the diffusion of penetrant is planar . Hence the special variable is defined when the range 0≤x≤L .
The region χ=0 is assigned to the donor compartment, while χ=1 is assigned to the acceptor compartment. During this process we assume that membrane is subjected to a constant electric field. In addition to that the diffusing penetrant reacts within the membranes to a first order kinetic expression with rate constant k.
At time t=0, the face of the membrane adjacent to the donor region is exposed to a constant concentration C 0 while other faces which is in contact with acceptor region is maintained at zero concentration. Further we assume that the solution in both region ie donor as well as acceptor compartments are well stirred, besides the receiver solution acts as an infinite sink and the donor acts as an infinite source.
The mathematical description from the above problem, which involves diffusion equation of the following type.
Let us consider the time dependant diffusion equation of the following type
This expression is obtainable in non dimensional form using the following normalized parameter. 
The problem is defined with the following initial and boundary conditions. In both cases we utilize the technique of Variational iteration methods (VIM's), which is solution technique of choice when bounded diffusion problems are examined.
BASIC CONCEPTS IN THE VARIATIONAL ITERATION METHOD AND SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION
To illustrate the basic concepts of variational iteration method (VIM), we consider the following non-linear partial differential equation
where L is a linear operator, N is a nonlinear operator, and g(x) is a given continuous function . According to the variational iteration method, we can construct a correct functional as follows:
where λ is a general Lagrange multiplier which can be identified optimally via variational theory, . In this method, a trail function (an initial solution) is chosen with some unknown parameter, which is identified after a few iteration according to the given boundary conditions .Using above variation iteration method we can write the correction functional of eqn. (4) 
Substituting the Lagrangian multipliers and n = 0 in the iteration formula (eqn (9) ) we obtain, [ ] 
FIRST ORDER CHEMICAL REACTION IN A FINITE MEMBRANE ASSISTED WITH ELECTRIC FIELD
Here we will give solution to equation (1) which describes substrate transport and reaction within a free-standing electronically conducting polymer membrane in which diffusing substrate reacts, which is typically corresponds to iontophoretic transport of charged drug species across a membrane barrier in which the drug can be metabolized through first order kinetics. Thus it calibrates the electric field assisted by diffusion with concurrent first order reaction kinetics in a finite membrane.
The parameters β & γ are both zero and simple passive diffusion pertains. Normalized concentration profile for penetrant can be obtained. These profiles may be used in three dimensional formats for the ease of representations. For example the normalized concentration profile 'u' varies with β at different values of normalized time τ ranging from τ=0.01 to steady state, when the parameter ψ is zero. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, He's varitationals iteration method has been successfully applied to find out the solution of non linear boundary value problem with serial linear and nonlinear equations. In our work, we use the Maple package to calculate the functions obtained from the variational iterations method. Some of the advantages of a VIM are that the initial solutions can be freely chosen with some unknown parameters and that we can easily achieve the unknown parameters in the initials solutions. This paper applies the variational iteration method to nonlinear wave equation, the solution process is simple but effective result is of high accuracy. Compared with HAM method proposed in [8] , the present method has many advantages; the HAM requires complex calculation of suitable choice of leads to ideal results or results in wrong solutions. The present paper completely overcome the difficulty arising in HAM . An interesting point about VIM is that with fewest number of iterations or even in some cases, once , it can converge to correct results.
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